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Equity Markets 

• Despite the S&P 500 marking its third consecutive weekly gain, signs of fading enthusiasm in U.S. 
stocks have become increasingly difficult to ignore. According to a recent Bank of America survey, 
allocation to U.S. stocks is the most underweight since 2008. 

 7/14 Close 7/21 Close Change 
Dow Jones 21,638 21,580 Down 0.3% 
S&P 500 2,459 2,473 Up 0.5% 
NASDAQ 6,312 6,388 Up 1.2% 
KBW Bank Index 96.29 94.77 Down 1.6% 
    

Financials 

• Regulators closed no additional banks last week, leaving year-to-date closures at six. 

• Consumer banking giant Bank of America reported a 10% rise in second-quarter profits last week, as 
gains from higher interest rates were more than enough to offset a less-than-expected drop in trading 
revenue. Because of its large consumer banking division, the firm’s performance is often more sensitive 
to interest rates changes than its competitors. 

• Goldman Sachs reported second-quarter earnings of $1.83 billion last week, beating consensus 
estimates. While the firm boosted lending to the wealthy, CEO Lloyd Blankfein said in a statement that 
the bank was hurt by a “mixed operating environment” that constrained certain market-making activity. 

• Driven by high net interest income from the current rising rate environment, U.S. Bancorp reported 
second-quarter profit of $1.5 billion, or 85 cents per share, beating estimates by a penny. 

• Morgan Stanley said last week its second-quarter profits rose 11% from a year ago and the bank 
demonstrated its resilience in a subdued trading environment, outmaneuvering its major rivals. 

• BB&T Corporation reported a record $631 million net income available to common shareholders for the 
second quarter, up 16.6 percent from a year ago. Better-than-expected results were driven by an increase 
in revenues, loans and leases and lower expenses. 

• Bank of New York Mellon Corporation’s second-quarter earnings per share of 88 cents surpassed the 
consensus estimates of 84 cents last week. The results came 17% higher from a year ago and were 
primarily driven by higher revenues and growth in assets. 
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Credit Markets  

• Despite encouraging economic signals, intermediate- and long-term Treasury yields fell last 
week after concerns over inflation expectations and dovish central bank speeches in Europe and 
Japan drew investors into U.S. government paper. 

 7/14 Close 7/21 Close Change 

3 month Tsy 1.04% 1.16% Up 12 bps 
2 year Tsy 1.35% 1.36% Up 1 bp 
5 year Tsy 1.87% 1.81% Down 6 bps 
10 year Tsy 2.33% 2.24% Down 9 bps 
    

Treasury/Fed/Administration/Congress 

• The European Central Bank and Bank of Japan avoided any QE exit talks last week, which will 
undoubtedly draw demand to U.S. debt for its yield, safety and liquidity. With these policies on 
hold, investors in those regions will be stuck with negative yields on some of their bonds.   

• Economists and bond strategists are sure there won't be a rate hike this week and expect very 
little change to policy. According to strategists at TD Securities, risks remain that the Fed could 
postpone planned policy actions in September as well, with potentially contentious debates 
around a government shutdown and debt ceiling both occurring during the same month. 

Economy 

• U.S. homebuilding rebounded more than expected in June, rising 8.3% to the highest level since 
February. While construction has improved, builders have become less upbeat because of higher 
costs for materials such as lumber; the index that gauges builder opinion dropped to an eight-
month low last week, similar to the recent pattern of consumer sentiment. 

• U.S. import prices fell for a second straight month in June amid further retracement in oil prices. 
Overall, prices are up 1.5% in year-on-year terms, but the trend has been decelerating since 
earlier this year. Petroleum import prices fell 2.2% in June following a 1.2% drop in May. 

This Week 

Economic data scheduled to be released this week includes new and existing home sales, a first look at 
second-quarter GDP and an FOMC rate decision. 
 

Quote 

“One can acquire everything in solitude except character.”  

- Stendhal 
 

The source for the information above is Bloomberg News unless otherwise noted. 
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